
TRIP REPORT FORM
AGGIE SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

DATE: 12/14/22 CAVE: Whirlpool
SPECIFIC AREA: Lead of Legends
TEAM LEADER: Liz Frank
TEAM MEMBERS: Jenna Crabtree, Jakob Denton, Duncan Redheendren, Josh,
Zawislak, Joseph Agudelo, Joel Haus
TIME ENTERED: add am or pm EXIT TIME: add am or pm

PURPOSE OF THE TRIP
Digging on leads in the lead of legends “pancake room”. There was a dig on the left
and right of the room.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR TRIP AND ANY SPECIAL OBSERVATION
Josh and I departed College Station at roughly 4pm. We arrived at the Whirlpool

parking lot at 6:05pm. The air was quite chilly as we headed for the trail to the entrance.
Once we arrived there we were greeted by a healthy menajerie of cavers from 4
different grottos. Liz Frank organized Jakob, Duncan, & myself into a group led by Joel
and assisted by Joseph. We were to push some of the smaller leads located in the
cave. Josh stayed on the surface for support due to his injured finger.

Before going into the cave we all signed the necessary paperwork. We
descended down the ladder into the cave. Once in the entrance room we all filed down
two more “levels” passing many groups of working cavers. We made our way through
roughly 100 ft of soft passage that required a belly crawl the whole way. After the crawl
the room opened up into a small chamber with a hydrology station positioned in the
middle.

I began pushing the cramped left lead immediately. Armed with a rock hammer,
kneepads, elbow pads, and a headlamp I crawled my way through a few twists and
turns before coming to what was a seeming dead end. To the right I could see passage
blocked by some rocks hanging from the low ceiling and uncomfortable bobbles
decorating the floor. I quickly “dented” all of the rocks I deemed would need to be
removed before i could squeeze past the block into what appeared to be a small
chamber. Due to the cramped nature of the passage using the rock hammer was slow
and inefficient work. A power tool should be brought in the future along with some safety



glasses to keep rock chunks away from eyes. After roughly an hour I switched with
Duncan.

Jakob and Joel both diligently worked on the lead to the right. Scooping out large
quantities of thick clay mud. The passage was blocked in the middle by a small column
and stalactites to the right. The pair worked on digging the passage deeper so a person
could squeeze through. At various times during the dig Duncan and I both tried our luck
but to no avail.

As the night was coming to a close I finished my last “shift” on the right lead.
There is one last rock on the bottom of the chamber that needs to be removed before I
believe a human can pass. On the right lead I was almost able to squeeze through on
my last try. I was able to get my head and both arms through but not my hips. We
estimate that 30 minutes to an hour will be needed before I can pass.

The group exited the cave covered head to toe in mud. My shirt gained a little bit
of character as I sported a rip on my left shoulder. We were happy to be invited and to
have the opportunity to work towards virigin passage. We cannot wait for the next
opportunity to push these leads.

Josh and I pulled out of the parking lot at roughly 10:45 pm. After stopping at
Taco Bell for much need nutrition we were on our way to College Station. We arrived
back in Aggieland a little after midnight tired and ready for bed.



Jenna Crabtree crawling back through the passage of the left lead to the small middle chamber.
Picture taken by Joseph Agudelo.



Josh Z, Duncan R, Jenna C, and Jakob D (left to right) after the whirlpool dig.



Josh Z, Duncan R, Jenna C, and Jakob D (left to right) showing off all the mud they acquired
during the dig.


